If-clauses, type II

Put the verbs in brackets into the gaps. Form a Conditional sentence - type II.

1) If I [to come] home earlier, I [to prepare] dinner.
2) If we [to live] in Rome, Francesco [to visit] us.
3) If Tim and Tom [to be] older, they [to play] in our hockey team.
4) If he [to be] my friend, I [to invite] him to my birthday party.
5) If Susan [to study] harder, she [to be] better at school.
6) If they [to have] enough money, they [to buy] a new car.
7) If you [to do] a paper round, you [to earn] a little extra money.
8) If Michael [to get] more pocket money, he [to ask] Doris out for dinner.
9) If we [to hurry], we [to catch] the bus.
10) If it [to rain], Nina [to take] an umbrella with her.

Put the verbs in brackets into the gaps. Form a Conditional sentence - type II. Mind the negations in the sentences.

1) If Oliver [to find] money, he [not/to keep] it.
2) If they [not/to wear] pullovers in the mountains, it [to be] too cold during the night.
3) If Tony [to know] her phone number, he [not/to give] it to Frank.
4) If we [not/to visit] this museum, you [not/to write] a good report.
5) If it [not/to be] so late, we [to play] a game of chess.
6) If Jeff [not/to like] Jessica, he [not/to buy] her an ice-cream.
7) If I [to be] you, I [not/to go] to Eric's party.
8) If you [to drop] this bottle, it [not/to break].
9) If she [not/to bully] her classmates, she [to have] more friends.
10) If he [not/to print] the document, I [not/to correct] it.